The charm The poet to whom Bennett refers was D'Arcy Cresswell, of Bennett a young New Zealander who earned a precarious living by selling his poems as Bennett describes. He had talent and assurance, and'he pitted his Ideas on literature against those of major writers, past and living. Some of these ideas lie put forward in a book he called The Poet's Progress^ which had some success in literary circles. I sent a copy to T. E. Lawrence, always curious, and usually kind, about new talent; he thought 'the book was queer. Something real to say and a borrowed voice to say it in. That was queer, because Cress-well is not young enough to be permitted affectation. I felt, however, all through, that behind the style a quite honest personality was hiding. He has, I am told, won a good deal of credit and some abuse for the book. So perhaps he will be encouraged to go further. Anybody who writes a very good first book is doomed.'
I found Cresswell's company stimulating, but he could at times be irritating. Though his own writing was mannered, I learnt much from his sense of words and his rigid ideas on syntax.
He was not inclined to follow up his initial success and, having time on his hands, he read over everything I wrote, challenging my meaning and clarity, to the advantage of the final text of my first volume of memories, which appeared in 1931.
, Why it should have seemed interesting to Bennett that we offered Gold Flake cigarettes to our guests puzzled me. Must only Turkish or Egyptian tobacco be supplied in a self-respecting household?-—and to thousands of girl students too!
Bennett was a 'character'. His portly figure, his queer stammer which he learnt to use to his advantage (for one had to wait on his delayed utterance), his tilted nose, receding chin and upstanding hair gave him a Balzacian presence-he somehow reminded me of a literary C6sar Birotteau, come up from the Midlands to be a figure in London.
No one enjoyed social life more than he; but 'when I am 156

